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About us and the Newsletter 
 
 
The Study Circle is a loose group of persons who are interested in the postal (and general) 
history of the area known as Kárpátalja in Hungarian, as Podkarpatská Rus during the First 
Czechoslovak Republic, which had a short day of independence as Carpatho Ukraine, and 
later was integrated into the Ukrainian SSR in the Soviet Union as the ‘Zakarpatskaja Ob-
last’. Since 1991 it is ЗАКАРПАТТЯ, the westernmost administrative district in the now 
independent Ukraine. 
 
The Newsletter came out of a meeting of a few collectors during the PRAHA 2008, its first 
number appeared in November 2008. In the last years we have always produced at least 
four issues per year but may not be able to keep this high level due to a substantial lack of 
contributions. On the other hand, as we can see from the access counts at the public web 
site, this Newsletter is read by hundreds of people. 
 
We send our regards and best wishes to all members of the Study Circle. 
 
 
Distribution method 
 
All issues of the »Sub-Carpathian Messenger« can be browsed at and downloaded from the 
Internet address 
 

http://www.slideshare.net/subcarpathian 
 
 
For those who have no Internet access and/or no e-mail, the distribution method is still 
the same: you will receive a colour print-out by air/surface mail as you did in the past. 
 
Everybody can freely access the uploaded numbers of the Newsletter but the notification 
service for new numbers (including an easy download web datalink) is limited to the actual 
members of the Study Circle. 
 
 
Rules and Regulations 
 
All articles in the Newsletter carrying the name of an author are the sole responsibility of 
this author and should not be taken to represent the common opinion of the Study Circle. 
Such articles are, if not marked otherwise, copyrighted by the respective author. Free use 
within the Study Circle is granted. We thank our authors for their much appreciated work 
and contribution. 
 
Participation in the Study Circle is not bound to a formal membership and does not include 
the duty to pay a membership fee. There is a moral obligation to support the Newsletter 
from time to time by sending some article, some interesting piece of information, some 
question, some answer or whatever. 
 
We will “print” everything even only loosely connected with our subject of interest so any 
contribution is certainly welcome. Please send it (as Word 2003 or 2007 document, graphi-
cal elements in JPEG, 300 dpi) to the editor’s e-mail address (kb@aatc.at). His postal 
address, if you would need it, is: 
 

Dr. Helmut Kobelbauer, Untergrossau 81, A-8261 Sinabelkirchen, Austria / Europe 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Auction News 
 
The 256th Darabanth auction (August 20th, 2015) brought five lots with Kárpátalja cancel-
lations on stamps of the 1st Austrian issue (1850 – 1858). Although we have seen an extreme 
evolution in prices for corresponding covers, none of the offered stamps’ lots was sold. 
 

 
 

Lot 1150: Pair of 3 kr, machine paper, type III. 
 

 
 

Lot 1157: 2 x 3 kr, machine paper, type III. 
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Lot 1180: 3 kr, machine paper, type III.     Lot 1214: 6 kr, machine paper, type III. 
 

 
 

Lot 1289: 9 kr, hand paper, type II, dark colour shades. 
 
This stark difference in the collectors’ interest between postal history and traditional phil-
atelic items is following a tendency in certain countries in Europe that I have seen now for 
some twenty years and always have found rather disturbing. Certainly one need not discuss 
the merits of postal history, certainly accept a difference in prices between the two cate-
gories, but this development – when put to extremes – shall have us loose our footing both 
in knowledge and in the social composition of the “pyramid” of philatelic collectors. 
 
Not every country is following this tendency and I think that e. g. our collector friends from 
Great Britain or from the United States of America have a much better balance between 
these two branches of philately. 
 
What do you think ? 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Another Ruthenian TPO 
 
In Ingert Kuzych’s highly decorated exhibit “LEMBERG – Cosmopolitan Crownland Capital of 
the Austrian Empire” I found the following strike of the (rather scarce) T.P.O. “UZSOK – 
LEMBERG” and have asked Ingert for a good copy to be published in this Newsletter which 
he kindly provided: 
 

 
 

Motif card, T.P.O. “UZSOK – LEMBERG | 547” of September 18th, 1906, to Sambor. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Another Picture Postcard from Hajasd / Volosianka 
 
In the 244th Darabanth auction I found and bought another picture postcard showing Hajasd 
/ Volosianka (see SCM #022, pp. 5 – 9). This card is from the Czechoslovak period, although 
without year of publication. It is a further proof of the tourism evolved and evolving during 
this period around Uzsok and its famous “Hotel Sport”. 
 
 

 
 
 

Please note that in this period the village´s name was written Vološanka. The card shows 
the hotel Tajga and the railway station. 
 
According to Márfai-Szép (1995) there was a post office with stamp “HAJASD” from 1908 to 
1914 and then a postal office “HAJASD P. U.” (at the railway station) from 1914 on until 
inclusion into the Czechoslovak state. The »Monografie Československých Známek«, vol. 17, 
part II (1988) says on page 377 that all postal institutions in Hajasd were closed in 1920 and 
then a post office “VOLOSJANKA” re-opened in 1924 which was renamed to “VOLOSIANKA” 
in 1929. 
 
Examples of strikes of the seven cancellers (two in Hungarian times, one plus four in Cze-
choslovak times) would be welcome. 
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Mervyn Benford 
Munkács VISSZATÉRT and more! 
 
[I have asked Mervyn to share with us his extensive knowledge on the VISSZATÉRT marks, partially already published in his 
book »The VISSZATÉRT Period in Hungarian Philately« (1989, Magyar Philatelic Society of Great Britain). For greater clarity 
I have extracted detailed copies of the respective marks and have added some material from my own collection. 

The editor.] 
 
In SCM #033 the editor says he is unaware of other information on the Visszatért period of 
Ruthenian philately but I suspect he has read my book on the broader subject of that 
period and its impact on all Hungarian philately. [Yes, he has, and more than just once.] 
 
In my collection I indeed found both black and lilac inks used and cancellers of different 
diameters. Though not exclusively used on the first day, November 10th, three of my lilac 
examples, all 34 mm diameter, have no new cds but the temporary cancellers number 242, 
which my book records came into use on 10th November. It is curious that both black and 
lilac ‘V’ postmarks show new cds cancellers also available on the first day. Both black and 
lilac versions come with cds counters A and B but where all black examples are the stated 
34 mm, and one of the lilac, I have two lilac with 36 mm versions - one with counter A and 
the other counter B. 
 
 

 
 

Philatelic card, Munkács / A, November 21st, 1938, to Budapest. Two marks in black 
with 34 mm and 37 mm diameter. 

 
 
I suspect it was a busy day! Counter A seems to have used a black and lilac 34 mm as well 
as a lilac 36 mm on the first day while counter B has used a black 34 mm and lilac 36 mm. 
The clerk with the temporary 242 stamps was also active. The absence of a number in the 
cds argues no further post office existed. It was a town office of course. 
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Munkács VISSZATÉRT marks in black and in violet (lilac). 
 
 
 
There is a further difference to argue and evidence, namely the height of the letters set 
for the town name. In the lilac versions I find them either 3 or 3.5 mm tall. Both lilac 36 
mm examples are the smaller. My five 34 mm lilac (including the three with temporary 242 
markings) and my two 38 mm lilac examples have both. This would imply even more can-
cellers active in this Post Office, or that I am mistaken in this particular matter - which I 
may be. It is but half a millimetre and could reflect ink spread. However, on particularly 
clear and clean strikes the eye does suggest a difference. Further information welcome. 
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I should state that all ten of my black versions seem clearly of the longer 3.5 mm letter 
height. However I need to state that two of the black versions are very measurably a 
different diameter again, namely 37 mm, both counter A and later in the period of use. 
Counter A using the 34 mm black version was still active on 30 November and 2 December - 
my latest date of use for black but one of my 38 mm lilac was used on 3 December. 
Counter D was the only other example I have and only later in the period of use and only 
black. Almost all my datable lilac marks are otherwise first day. 
 
 
BEREGSZÁSZ 
 
It is interesting that immediately post-Trianon this was a town so strongly Magyar the new 
Czech name was a straight trans-literation, BEREGSAS, changing only later to BEREHOVO.  
It was also ancestral home to the great Gary Ryan FRPSL! The 1938 Visszátért restoration 
commemorative marks involved a range of designs shared, presumably arbitrarily or by 
choice, between particular towns. The BEREGSZÁSZ mark was similar to that used in 
ÉRSEKÚJVÁR in the western part of the returned territory. It is in the town name capital 
letters of both examples that I have detected different typefaces arguing at least two 
separate cancellers involved in each case. 
 
In BEREGSZÁSZ the most noticeable differences are in the first ‘R’ and then the ‘G.’ They 
are clearly not the same letters and so represent the two types I mention in my book. I 
have counters A, B and C with one type, and B, C and E with the other type. The first type 
includes my three first day examples. Counter B seems to have had access to both types 
and maintained the main output, my latest dated B example being 3 December. My solitary 
E has 5 December. Both types have use by counter C but mid-period. 
 
 

 
 

Type I mark on picture postcard, Beregszász / C, November 22nd, 1938, to Nyíregyháza. 
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Type II mark on picture postcard, Beregszász / C, November 23rd, 1938, to Miskolc. 
 

 

    
 

 Type I            Type II 
 

               
 
 
 
[In addition to this obvious difference in characters “R” and “G” I have also found the 
distance between characters “S” and “Z” in “BEREGSZÁSZ” to be larger in type I than in 
type II. Both types have a diameter of 36 mm.                 The editor] 
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Picture post card, Beregszász / B, November 9th, 1938. First day use, type I mark. 
From the collection of Hans-Dieter Hanus. 

 
 
 

 
 

Official letter, Beregszász / A, November 17th, 1938, to Budapest. Type II mark. 
From the collection of Simády Béla. 
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Type I             Type II 
 

 
 
 

Registered letter, Beregszász / A, December 10th, 1938, to Drahovo. 
Very late use of type II mark. Arrival mark of December 16th, 1938. 

 
[The above item is from the editor’s collection and represents one of the rather few 
letters that went from Zone 1 into the later Zone 2, at the moment of sending still 
belonging to the autonomous region Podkarpatská Rus within the Czechoslovak Republic. 
The letter also carries the latest strike of the “BEREGSZÁSZ - VISSZATÉRT * 1938 *” 
commemorative canceller that I am aware of.] 
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UNGVÁR 
 
The third Ruthenian Visszatért town in 1938 was Ungvár and my study of the special 
commemorative marks used for the celebrations again shows two different versions of the 
‘V’ marks. I am less certain, however, so again will welcome other views and evidence. 
 
Again it shares the design, a vertical oval with central symbol, in this case with Duna-
szerdahely, Komárom, Léva, Losonc, Rimaszombat and Rozsnyó - clearly popular if choice 
had been a factor. There is the symbolic Crown with flags on top of a column with ground 
level laurel leaves and the date 1938 with two asterisks. 
 
The factor that drew my eye to the differences was the positioning of the ‘U’ and ‘R’ of 
the town name. They seem to sit in one case almost level with the base of the Crown - I 
call this the ‘large’ type and in the other case higher than that, my ‘small’ type. Further 
investigation measuring just below the asterisks, about mid-point, maximum width, I get 
largely 28 mm with my ‘large’ type, and curiously 29 mm with my ‘small’ type. This should 
also have an effect on the distance letters are clear of the oval itself. I am not 100 % 
convinced nevertheless because study of the ‘VISSZATÉRT’ letters at the foot seems 
inconclusive. It may be that the setting of the central symbol relates differently somehow.  
Nevertheless the eye tells that story though only three of my fourteen examples seem this 
‘small’ type.  
 
 

 
 

Picture post card, Ungvár 1 / A, December 7th, 1938, to Budapest. “Small” type. 
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Picture post card, Ungvár 1 / B, November 17th, 1938, to Sopron. “Large” type. 
 
 
Only two of the fourteen have first day cds marks, both counter 1D, this canceller still in 
use in December and as late as December 9th. It seems the dominant one, half of the total 
3 from ‘B’ and one of ‘A’ and ‘E’ form the others, with one paper sample without date 
marking. 
 
[The editor: On the other hand, the post office Ungvár 2 obviously had NO canceller with a 
VISSZATÉRT commemorative mark, as can be seen from the next picture:] 
 

 
 

Picture post card, Ungvár 2 / A, November 24th, 1938, to Pécs. 
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I have not (yet anyway) found variants in the other six marks of town using this design. In 
fact only KASSA remains known to me with significantly different cancellers, both rubber 
and steel and different sizes but that is outside the remit of this article. 
 
Celebratory examples are not strictly part of the story in the 1939 story of all of Ruthenia 
returning. By the nature of the events no preparedness applied and apart from some local 
arrangements in the principal town, Huszt, philately of this part of the territory is limited 
strictly to straight evidence of the re-opening of Post Offices in Hungarian colours, with 
the additional speciality of new cancellers in bi-lingual form then changed to mono-lingual 
to suit a later decision by Hungary that at least some of these places were more domi-
nantly Magyar than Ruthene. It is a good collecting challenge to find the temporary emer-
gency postmarks on mailed items or piece - far more by the nature of events the Post 
Office probably knew little about in advance - then the bi-lingual and, where relevant, 
finally the mono-lingual versions of the same towns. I can do this for Aknaszlatina and 
Nagyszöllös. 
 
A second challenge is to find examples of temporary numbered cancellers with the Post 
Office name identified as regulation required. I have a good number of such examples that 
seem correct more because they reflect philatelic magazine or dealer efforts to obtain 
samples for onward sale than examples where one may assume the local postmasters did 
their duty. The latter are the more desirable but the others are important because though 
philatelic in character they are probably the only evidence we shall ever find from Post 
Offices that were rural, remote, serving few literate individuals. They should not be seen 
as anywhere near the same value as the very common over-the-counter, cancelled-to-
order pieces at token cost from places far more prepared and aware of these celebratory 
days. 
 
 

 
 

Philatelic letter, Feketeardó, November 28th, 1938, to Budapest. Cancellation in violet. 
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Postcard, MKP 246 from Macsola (near Beregszász), undated, to Budapest. 
 
 

 
 

Letter, Tiszaujlak / C, November 14th, 1940, to Budapest. Definitive form of cds. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
Another Picture of Gypsy Quarters in Ruthenia 
 
To repeat myself: Picture postcards with „Gypsy“ motifs are rare and much sought after on 
the international market. We have shown some already, and this time I have found such a 
card sent from Nagyszőllős (Sevluš) in the early Hungarian “VISSZATÉRT” period. 
 

 
 

Picture postcard, M. KIR. POSTA 324, May 9th, 1939, to Budapest. 
 

 
 
According to Jan Verleg the metal canceller with number 324 was used in Nagyszőllős from 
April 1st, 1939, till August 13th, 1939. This perfectly fits with the cds date on our card. 
 
The card was published by “Gloria” in Mukačevo (Munkács) and carries the text “Podk. Rus. 
Cikánská čtvrt” [Podkarpatská Rus. Gypsy quarters]. The sender was a woman named Alice 
in some connection with the military troops having occupied (liberated) Zone 2. 
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Helmut Kobelbauer 
More Literature 
 
It is one of my objectives as the editor of this tiny Newsletter to present as many pieces of 
relevant literature as possible, however trivial or remote, and keep you up-to-date. 

 

 
I bought this brochure about three years ago on eBay for about 17 Euro. It has been pro-
duced by Peter Bylen in 1995 and on 26 pages covers the “independent” issues of Carpatho-
Ukraine, first the National Assembly issue of 1939 and then the Transitional (overprints on 
Hungarian stamps) and National Council issues of 1944. 
 
Everything is in black & white; layout is similar to a catalogue but without prices. The 
address of the publisher “Ukrainian Philatelic Resources” is “P.O. Box 7193, Westchester, 
Illinois 60154-7193, U. S. A.”. It may be possible to still get a copy from this address – I 
would not know. 
 
On the National Assembly issue there is an interesting 
“NOTE: Minor differences between Plate I and IA have been noted; these may be attributed to larger recess lines in Plate IA 
resulting in a slightly darker color. Layout consisted of 100 stamps (7 x 16, with first and last row consisting of one stamp and 
six blank tabs). One million stamps was printed, with 700,000 held in Prague for philatelic distribution. The unsold balance in 
Khust was confiscated by Hungarian authorities. Philatelic usage in Prague and Moravian towns is also known, as are bogus 
cancellations. A bogus typographed souvenir sheet commemorating the Opening of the First National Assembly, measuring 
97 x 80 mm, is known to exist.” (loc. cit., page 3) 
 
My guess would be that the much larger amount in Prague, confiscated by German troops 
when they occupied this city on March 16th, 1939, is the major source of mint pieces that 
still are available in quantities at reasonable prices. Although the obvious demand would 
have been much larger in the Czech capital, they did not have the time to sell off their 
share in this much debated and much delayed issue. The printing layout, by the way, com-
bined 16 rows with seven columns (see SCM #002, page 5). 
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As already pre-announced in SCM #034, our friends Peter Cybaniak and Roman Dubyniak 
from Leeds have finalized their Book 2 of »The Czechoslovak Army in Ukraine 1914 – 1920«: 
 

 
 

This volume of 140 pages lists the Czechoslovak Field Post Offices 22, 35, 38, 44, and 46 in 
detailed descriptions and holds many pictures of field post cards in full colour. Of course it 
is recommended for all our readers. 
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Another long announced book has also come to me: The Hungarian historian Horváth Lajos 
has finally published his Opus Magnum: 
 

 
 
Its Hungarian title »Kárpátalja Postatörténete a Kezdetektől 2014-ig« may be translated as 
“The Postal History of the Kárpátalja from its Beginnings till 2014”. The book has more 
than 400 pages with many illustrations (some borrowed from »The Sub-Carpathian Messen-
ger«). It is in Hungarian (only) and all pictures are in black & white (only). A number of 
maps, meticulously drawn by Gidovalfy Péter, are very valuable to understand the history 
of administrative and political changes so typical for our area of interest. 
 
The sources used are, of course, the previously published twelve booklets from the »Kár-
pátalja postatörténeti füzetek« series, the original »Kárpátalja Postatörténete« volume by 
Dr. Simády Béla (Budapest, 1991) and a few additions taken from the monograph of Jan 
Verleg and then our Newsletter, but mostly original research by Horváth Lajos himself. 
 
The book can be ordered for 30 Euro from our member Gidovalfy Péter (his postal address: 
Jószef Attila út 41, H-4461 Nyírtelek, Hungary; e-mail address: gidofalvy@t-online.hu). 
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Tom Cossaboom: 
From the „International New York Times“, Tuesday, 11 August 2015, page 8 
 

 
 

 
 
 
History goes on … 
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Alex Popovych 
Pictures from Zakarpattya (2012 to 2014) 
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